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For a long time, the Principle of Alternate Possibilities (PAP) has dominated the philosophical debate about the compatibility of moral responsibility with determinism. The PAP states that:

(PAP) Persons are morally responsible for what they have done only if they could have done otherwise.

Under a certain interpretation, one can deduce from PAP the incompatibility of moral responsibility with determinism for, under a certain interpretation of “could have done otherwise”, an agent in a deterministic world cannot do otherwise. Of course, compatibilist philosophers (who argue for the compatibility of moral responsibility with determinism) have denied that this interpretation of the ability to do otherwise is the one relevant for moral responsibility, while incompatibilists (who argue for the incompatibility of moral responsibility with determinism) have argued it is.

It is widely held that this “dialectical stalemate” (Fischer 1994) was broken in 1969 with the publication of Harry Frankfurt’s seminal paper ‘Alternate Possibilities and Moral Responsibility’ (Frankfurt 1969). In this paper, Frankfurt proposed a recipe to create what came to be called ‘Frankfurt-style cases’ (FSC), that is: cases in which an agent is morally
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responsible even if he could not have done otherwise. This is achieved by constructing cases in which an agent acts entirely on his own, but in which a counterfactual intervener would have forced him to act the same way if he hadn’t. Thus, FSCs constitute counter-examples to the PAP and suggest that the ability to do otherwise might not be among the necessary conditions for moral responsibility.

However, not everyone has been convinced by FSCs’ ability to defuse the PAP. Some have argued that agents in FSCs still have alternate possibilities. Others have argued that FSCs presuppose determinism and hence that claiming that agents in FSCs are morally responsible only begs the question against incompatibilism. More recently, however, Neil Levy (2008) has argued that FSCs fail because they suppose that the presence of a counterfactual intervener has no impact on the agent’s responsibility-grounding capacities. But Levy provides examples suggesting that the mere presence of a counterfactual intervener can be enough to make an agent gain responsibility-grounding capacities. If so, then how could we be entitled to presuppose that it cannot also make an agent lose such capacities?

A possible line of answer is to deny that the mere presence of a counterfactual intervener is enough for an agent to lose responsibility-grounding capacities (Haji and McKenna 2011). However, this is not the path I will take in this paper. Here, I will argue that, even if one grants Levy that the mere presence of a counterfactual intervener is enough for an agent to lose responsibility-grounding capacities, this won’t save the PAP from FSCs, for there are two distinct ways FSCs can be used against the PAP, and Levy’s argument only works against one of them.

1 Levy’s ‘Frankfurt-Style Enabling Cases’

Let’s first focus on Levy’s argument. Here is a standard FSC:

Voting: When she enters the voting booth, Connie has not yet made up her mind whether to vote Democrat or Republican. Unbeknownst to her, an evil but gifted neuroscientist monitors her neural states using a computer chip he has implanted in her brain. The chip gives the neuroscientist the power to intervene in Connie’s neural processes. Connie is psychologically constituted so that it is a necessary (though not sufficient) condition of her voting Democrat that she thinks deeply about a certain policy; were Connie to think deeply about this policy, the neuroscientist would intervene, causing her to choose to vote Republican. But Connie does not think deeply about the policy and proceeds to vote Republican on her own. The neuroscientist and his device play no role in bringing about Connie’s vote.

This case is supposed to show that Connie can freely vote Republican (and be morally responsible for her vote) even if she couldn’t have done otherwise (because of the neuroscientist’s chip). The argument is supposed to go like this: imagine the same case, except that there is no evil neuroscientist. In this case (let’s call it Normal Voting), Connie acts normally, so that she’s free and morally responsible according to both compatibilist and incompatibilist criteria. Now, let’s compare Normal Voting and Voting: in Voting, Connie acts exactly the same way as in Normal Voting, since the evil neuroscientist does not act. Surely, the mere

---

1 This is known as the flickers of freedom defense. See for example: van Inwagen (1983).
2 This is known as the dilemma defense. See for example: Ginet (1996).
3 I use Levy’s own example. It is a variation on a case created by Fischer (2006) and improved by Pereboom (2001).
presence of the neuroscientist cannot have an impact on the way Connie acts and the way she came to act this way. But, if the mere presence of the neuroscientist does not change anything as far as Connie is concerned, we must conclude that Connie is responsible in Voting, for she was so in Normal Voting. However, Connie could not have done otherwise. Therefore, Connie is morally responsible even if she could not have done otherwise, and this counts as a counter-example to the PAP.

More generally, the basic ‘Frankfurt counter-argument’ against the PAP can be summarized in the following way. First you have a normal case in which an agent is morally responsible for his action, then you have a Frankfurt case that is similar to the normal case except that a counterfactual intervener lurks in the shadows and would have forced the agent to act the way he did if he had not. Then, the argument runs this way:

1. The agent is morally responsible in the normal case.
2. Since the only difference between the normal case and the Frankfurt case is the presence of a counterfactual intervener, and since this intervener does not intervene in the Frankfurt case, there is no difference between the normal and Frankfurt cases as far as the agent’s moral responsibility is concerned.
3. Thus, the agent is morally responsible in the Frankfurt case.
4. However, due to the presence of the counterfactual intervener, the agent could not have done otherwise in the Frankfurt case.
5. Then, the PAP is false, since the agent in the Frankfurt case is morally responsible even though he could not have done otherwise.

Levy rejects this counter-argument by arguing against (or, more precisely, casting doubt upon) premise 2. More precisely, Levy argues that it is not clear that the mere presence of a counterfactual intervener makes no difference, for it might be that his mere presence is enough to make the agent lose some responsibility-grounding abilities. Thus, the inference from the fact that the agent is responsible in the normal case to the fact that he is responsible in the Frankfurt case is not warranted.

However, Levy does not show directly that the mere presence of a counterfactual intervener can cause the loss of responsibility-grounding abilities. His strategy consists in introducing new cases, the ‘Frankfurt-style enabling cases’ (FECs), in which the mere presence of a counterfactual intervener is enough to make an agent gain responsibility-grounding abilities, and then arguing that if the mere presence of counterfactual intervener is enough to make an agent gain responsibility-grounding abilities, then there is no reason to think that it cannot also make an agent lose responsibility-grounding abilities.

Here is an example of FEC:

**Phobia:** Jillian is walking along the beach when she notices a child drowning. Jillian is a good swimmer, but she is pathologically afraid of deep water. She is so constituted that her phobia would prevent her from rescuing the child were she to attempt to; she would be overcome by feelings of panic. Nevertheless, she is capable of trying to rescue the child, and she knows that she is capable of trying. Indeed, though she knows that she has the phobia, she does not know just how powerful it is; she thinks (wrongly) that she could affect the rescue. Unbeknownst to Jillian, a good-hearted neurosurgeon has implanted her with a chip with which he monitors Jillian’s neural states, and through which he can intervene if he desires to. Should Jillian decide (on her own) to rescue the child, the neurosurgeon will intervene to dampen her fear; she will not panic and will succeed, despite her anxiety, in swimming out to the child and rescuing her.
Imagine that Jillian does not try to save the child and the child drowns: she would be responsible for the child’s death, for she could have saved him if she tried and thought she could. But what if she had let the child drown in a similar scenario without the presence of a good-hearted neurosurgeon: surely, in this case, she would not have been responsible for the child’s death. According to Levy, this means that the mere presence of the neurosurgeon is enough to make Jillian morally responsible for the child’s death, that is, to make her gain responsibility-grounding abilities. It then seems possible that the mere presence of a counterfactual intervener in FSCs can be enough to make the agent lose responsibility-grounding abilities.

There seems to be two main ways of rejecting Levy’s argument. The first is to deny that agents in FECs actually gain responsibility-grounding abilities. The second is to grant it, but to deny that it implies that the mere presence of a counterfactual intervener can also make an agent lose responsibility-grounding abilities in FSCs. In their recent responses to Levy, Haji and McKenna (2011) adopt the former solution, while Clarke (2011) defends the latter. Personally, had I to choose, I would go for a combination of both ways: either agents do not gain abilities in FECs, or their losing such abilities in FSCs is not sufficient for impacting their moral responsibility because it requires an additional factor that is not to be found in FSCs. Here is how the argument would go:

1. Let’s begin by examining Levy’s method: how does he conclude from cases such as Phobia that the mere presence of a counterfactual intervener makes the agent gain some ability? The argument is the following: because Jillian is responsible for the child’s death in Phobia but not in an equivalent case without counterfactual intervener (let’s call this case Normal Phobia), there must be some factor explaining this difference. According to Levy, the best explanation is that Jillian in Phobia has gained a responsibility-grounding ability.

However, it is not the only possible explanation: the difference in Jillian’s moral responsibility for the child’s death between Phobia and its normal counterpart could also be explained by the fact that Jillian in fact omits to do something different in the two cases. Indeed, it should be noted that an agent’s responsibility (and blameworthiness) does not depend only on his responsibility-grounding abilities. For example, an agent’s responsibility also depends on what he actually does. Thus, two agents with equal responsibility-grounding abilities might end up with different levels of responsibility in a person’s death if the first tried to save this person and failed while the second stabbed this same person repeatedly in the back. This may seem (and is) trivial, but this means that one cannot directly infer a difference in responsibility-grounding abilities from a mere difference in responsibility, for this difference could be due to a difference in something else, for example in what the agent did.

Now, one might argue that Jillian actually does the same thing in Phobia and in Normal Phobia (that is: nothing, or at least deciding to do nothing) and thus that the only remaining option is that the difference in moral responsibility between the two cases is due to changes in Jillian’s responsibility-grounding abilities. But that would be jumping to the conclusion, for there is something else that differs between the two cases: namely, what Jillian omits to do. Indeed, a difference in moral responsibility can also be

---

4 Granted, she would still deserve blame for not trying to save the child while she thought she could, but this blame would be directed at what her omission reveals about her, and not a result of her being responsible for the child’s death.
explained by a difference in what someone omits to do (in the broad sense of what someone could have done and fails to do, and not in the narrow sense of what someone deliberately chooses not to do): two individual with equal responsibility-grounding might end up with different levels of responsibility in a person’s death if the first omitted to save this person while the second did not (because, for example, one had the possibility to save the person while the other was far away and not aware that the person was in danger).

Thus, one might say that the difference in Jillian’s moral responsibility between *Phobia* and *Normal Phobia* is not due to a difference in Jillian’s responsibility-grounding abilities, but to a difference in what Jillian omits to do. Indeed, in *Normal Phobia*, Jillian’s decision to let the child drown leads to an omission to try to help, but not to an omission to help for, had she tried to help the child, she could not have succeeded. On the contrary, in *Phobia*, Jillian’s omission to try to help also leads to an omission to help, for, had she tried to save the child, she would have succeeded. In other words, if Jillian’s moral responsibility differs between both cases, it is because what Jillian could have done and fails to do (and thus, the nature of her omission) is also different. As a result, we do not need Jillian gaining abilities to account for this difference, and Levy’s conclusion from Jillian gaining moral responsibility to her gaining responsibility-grounding abilities does not follow.

However, one could ask why the nature of Jillian’s omission changes when there is a counterfactual intervener: is it not precisely because the presence of a counterfactual intervener makes Jillian gains a new ability? Not necessarily, as one can say that the mere presence of a counterfactual intervener changes the nature of her omission by opening to her a new possibility (the one of saving the child). More precisely, one could say that the fact that Jillian would have gained a new ability in case she had tried to save the child is enough to open to her a new possibility in the actual case, which is enough for turning her mere omission to try to help into an omission to help. And it is this change in Jillian’s omission that drives the change in responsibility ascriptions, for one cannot be responsible for the death of a person one did not kill if one did not omit to prevent her death.

This distinction between ability and possibility can be illustrated using the following case: imagine there is no good-hearted neurosurgeon but that Jillian, being aware of her phobia, carries with her a potion that temporarily shuts down her phobia. It seems intuitive to say that carrying this potion with her does not grant her the ability to save the child (since she would have to drink the potion to gain this ability) but the possibility to save the child (since there is a possible world open to her in which she can gain this ability). In such a case, we have an agent gaining a possibility without gaining some ability. Inversely, mask cases are cases in which an agent (or an object) retains an ability while possibilities disappear (thus, in the now well-known philosophical example of the fragile cup that has been enchanted never to break, the cup keep its ability to break—fragility—but has lost all possibilities of doing so).

Thus, one might argue that we cannot infer from agents gaining moral responsibility in FECs that they also gained responsibility-grounding abilities, for there is another explanation according to which what they gain are in fact new possibilities. If this hypothesis is right, then we can explain why the mere presence of a counterfactual intervener can have an impact on the agent’s moral responsibility in FECs but not in standard FSCs. FSCs traditionally involve commissions (like voting Republican) whose nature depends only on the actual course of events, and not on what could happen in counterfactual scenarios (and on what other possibilities are opened to the agent). Thus, the mere presence of a counterfactual
intervener does not matter in FSCs, since its presence does not affect the nature of the agent’s action. 5

2. So far my argument has been that one cannot deduce from the fact that agents in FECs gain moral responsibility that they gain new responsibility-grounding abilities, for it might be explained simply by the fact that they gain new relevant possibilities. However, one might argue that, in Levy’s FECs, it is very clear that agents gain new abilities, and that we do not have to deduce it from their gaining moral responsibility. Take Phobia: isn’t it clear that, in this case, Jillian gains the ability to save the child, or to resist her phobia? How one could deny that Jillian did gain these abilities by the mere presence of the counterfactual intervener?

But I do not want to deny that Jillian gained such abilities. I do not even need to. I just want to ask: are these abilities “responsibility-grounding abilities”? In a very strong sense in which “responsibility-grounding abilities” are abilities that are always necessary for moral responsibility (let’s call these essential responsibility-grounding abilities), the answer is: no. Clearly, one can be morally responsible for one’s actions (for example, stealing a book in a public library) even if one does not have the ability to save a drowning child or to resist one’s phobia of deep water. Thus, one might wonder why we should be worried that agents in FSCs lose such abilities. Now, one might say that these abilities are “responsibility-grounding abilities” in the sense that they are required for Jillian to be morally responsible for a particular action or omission in particular circumstances (let’s call them circumstantial responsibility-grounding abilities). But, given the imagination of philosophers, any capacity can be considered to be such a circumstantial responsibility-grounding ability. More importantly, as we have seen, losing such circumstantial responsibility-grounding abilities is not enough to be deprived of one’s moral responsibility; it only happens in the relevant circumstances, and though Jillian is not morally responsible for the child’s death in Normal Phobia, she would surely be responsible for stabbing a woman walking on the beach.

This leads to the following question: when is the gain or loss of such circumstantial responsibility-grounding abilities relevant to moral responsibility? Once again, the answer is: in circumstances where this gain or loss changes the range of possibilities offered to the agents. The ability to save the child (or to resist phobias) is relevant to Jillian’s moral responsibility only because it gives her the possibility to save the child. In circumstances in which these abilities do not change the agent’s possibilities, they are irrelevant to assessing moral responsibility. 6

---

5 This explanation of Levy’s FECs directly leads to the following predictions: that FECs can only be cases in which the very nature of what the agent does or omits to do depends on what the agent can achieve in counterfactual scenario. Omissions are a paradigmatic case, since they essentially depend on what the agent could have done. Thus, one would expect to find FECs more easily in cases involving omissions, and this would explain why Levy has indeed proposed only cases involving omissions.

Such considerations might lead one to the stronger prediction that FECs will be only found in cases of omissions and never in cases of commissions. However, this more particular prediction rests on the plausible but controversial claim that the nature of commissions never depends on what the agent could have done in counterfactual scenarios—a claim I am not certain of. Imagine that Peter tries to kill Jones but Jones shoots Peter before Peter can fulfill his murderous intention. Imagine also the Peter was also persuaded that it was the only way to save his own life, but that lurking in the shadow was Black, an evil neuroscientist who would have taken control over Peter and prevented him from killing Jones if Jones had only uttered “Frankfurt”. If one admits that killing in self-defense means killing while there was no softer way of saving oneself, one could say that the presence of this counterfactual intervener is enough to transform Jones’ ‘killing in self-defense’ into a simple ‘killing’. However, this is no problem for my defense of FSCs, for all I need is that there are FSCs in which the nature of the agent’s action does not depend on what other possibilities are opened to him.

For an objection to Levy that rests precisely on the distinction between commission and omission, and concludes that the lesson FECs draw from omissions cannot be transposed to actions in FSCs, see Clarke (2011).
this agent’s moral responsibility. But, once again, this means that the possible loss of such circumstantial responsibility-grounding in FSCs is no threat to the agent’s moral responsibility: agents in FSCs have already only one possibility open to them. That they lose this only possibility is excluded by the very formulation of FSCs. So, in FSCs, there is no possibility to be lost, and the potential loss of circumstantial responsibility-grounding abilities is irrelevant to moral responsibility.\(^6\)

3. Finally, one might argue that the agent in FECs does not only gain circumstantial responsibility-grounding abilities, but also essential responsibility-grounding abilities. If this were really the case, then the possibility that agents in FSCs lose essential responsibility-grounding abilities would indeed be threatening. But one may ask: which essential responsibility-grounding abilities are gained in FECs? What essential responsibility-grounding abilities does Jillian gain in *Phobia*? The most plausible answer is that Jillian gains the ability to respond to reasons, rather than being overcome by phobia. However, it seems wrong to say that Jillian gains such an ability. Surely, in everyday life, Jillian does respond to reasons. Her phobia only temporarily masks this ability in particular circumstances. Thus, what the presence of the counterfactual intervener does is not offering Jillian a new essential responsibility-grounding ability, but preventing one she already has from being masked. At best, the mere presence of the counterfactual intervener preserves one of Jillian essential responsibility-grounding abilities, but does not make new ones appear.

Thus, it seems that we have reasons to doubt Levy’s argument against FSCs: either agents in FECs do not gain responsibility-grounding abilities, or the possible loss of these abilities does not threaten the responsibility of agents in FSCs because their doing so depends on the agent losing possibilities, something that cannot happen to agents in FSCs. However, I will not press this point further, for the main point of this paper will be that, even if we grant Levy his point and accept that we are not entitled to say that the mere presence of a counterfactual intervener does not change anything in FSCs, FSCs can still be used against PAP, for there are at least two different ways in which FSCs can be used to undermine PAP.

2 Two Ways of Using Frankfurt-Style Counterexamples

As I have introduced it in the previous section, the basic Frankfurt counter-argument works in an *indirect* way. This is why I will call this version of the counter-argument the *indirect* Frankfurt counter-argument (henceforth: IFA). IFA starts with an intuition about a certain case (the *normal* case) and then proceeds by transferring this intuition to a second case (the *Frankfurt* case) on the assumption that there is no significant difference between the two cases along the relevant dimensions. Thus, IFA can be compared to the Manipulation Argument that starts with our intuition that a manipulated agent is not morally responsible

---

\(^6\) One might be tempted to say that Levy just has to translate his argument from the language of “abilities” to the language of “possibilities” and argue that, because the mere presence of a counterfactual intervener is enough for the agent to gain possibilities if FECs, then it is possible that the mere presence of a counterfactual intervener is enough to make the agent lose possibilities in FSCs. However, this is no objection to FSCs because it is exactly what FSCs presuppose: that the mere presence of the counterfactual intervener makes the agent lose the possibility to do otherwise. This objection would only work if such an argument showed that agents in FSCs lose the very possibility of doing what they have to do, which would be a very strange conclusion.
for his actions and tries to transfer this intuition to the case of an agent in a deterministic world, on the ground that there is no relevant difference between the two cases.

Granted, there are more steps in the standard Manipulation Argument. However, there is another important difference between the standard Manipulation Argument and IFA: while we may not have the direct intuition that an agent in a deterministic universe is not morally responsible for his action, we do have the direct intuition that an agent in a FSC is morally responsible for his action even if he could not have done otherwise. What I mean here by ‘direct intuition’ is that this intuition is not dependent on the comparison of the FSC with another case, but directly triggered by reading and considering the FSC itself. For example, I contend that, in Voting, we immediately have the intuition that Connie is responsible for her Republican vote, even without making the comparison with the Normal Voting case.

For those who would (legitimately) doubt such a claim about ‘our’ intuitions, it is possible to ground this claim on empirical data. Miller and Feltz (2011) have given the following vignette to a certain number of participants:

**Car:** Mr. Green wants Mr. Jones, the security guard, to steal Mrs. Green’s car at 12:00 am on October 7. However, Mr. Green doesn’t entirely trust Mr. Jones to do the job, so he has taken some extraordinary measures. Mr. Green has consulted neuroscientists who have implanted a device in Mr. Jones’s brain without Mr. Jones’s knowledge. This device has isolated the “decision-making” neurons in Mr. Jones’s brain and is programmed to send, at exactly 12:00 am, impulses that will certainly cause Mr. Jones to decide to steal the car just then. However, as it happens, at exactly 12:00 am, Mr. Jones decides on his own to steal the car and does it. Since Mr. Jones decides on his own to steal the car, the impulses from the device were ineffectual because the decision-making neurons were activated by the decision-making process of Mr. Jones himself. However, if Mr. Jones had not, just then, decided on his own to steal the car, the device would have activated his decision-making neurons, and Mr. Jones would have decided to steal the car anyway.

Overall, participants tended to consider Mr. Jones morally responsible for having decided to steal the car, and whether they considered Mr. Jones able to do otherwise had no influence on their judgment. Given that the vignette is presented alone, it seems that most people do have a direct intuition that agents are morally responsible in FSCs.

However, as a reviewer for this journal rightly pointed out, this is not enough evidence. Indeed, it could be possible that most participants came to this judgment by mentally comparing this vignette with a counterfactual scenario in which Mr. Green is absent (thus reproducing IFA at a purely internal level). To test this hypothesis, I reproduced Miller and Feltz’s experiment by giving the same vignette to 200 participants and asking them the following questions:

1. Was it possible for Mr. Jones to avoid stealing the car at 12:00 am on October 7? (YES/NO)
2. At 12:00 am on October 7, could Mr. Jones have done anything other than steal the car just then? (YES/NO)
3. Is Mr. Jones morally responsible for stealing the car? (YES/NO)

---

7 Three, for example, in Pereboom’s version. See Pereboom (1995).
8 More on this in Section 3.
9 Participants were recruited through Amazon Mechanical Turk and paid $0.3 for their participation. All lived in United States. Mean age was 31.93 and 79 were women.
4. About your answer to Question 3: describe how you reached this conclusion and what made you think so.

5. To answer Question 3, did you mentally compare this case to a case in which Mr. Jones would have acted the same way but in which Mr. Greene would not have been present? (YES/NO)

6. Did you have to think a lot to answer Question 3, or was it easy? (I had to think a lot/It was easy)

Questions 1 and 2 were control questions: I was only interested in participants who considered the case as a case in which Mr. Jones could not have done otherwise, and thus gave a ‘NO’ answer to both questions. 179 participants out of 200 did so, and only their answers are analyzed here.

Question 3 tested whether these participants considered Mr. Jones morally responsible for stealing the car though he could not have done otherwise. Out of the 179 remaining participants, 163 answered ‘YES’. Thus, most participants (91 %) expressed the intuition that an agent could be morally responsible for his action even though he could not have done otherwise.

Now, is this intuition directly elicited by considering the case, or does it require its comparison with a ‘normal’ case without counterfactual intervener? Questions 4 and 5 are designed to answer this question. Let’s begin with Question 5, which directly asks participants whether they did such a mental comparison. Out of 179 these participants, 82 (46 %) answered ‘YES’. This means that more than half of participants seem not to have made such a comparison. If such a comparison were necessary for eliciting the intuition that Mr. Jones is morally responsible for stealing the car even though he could not have done otherwise, then one would expect participants that did not make such a comparison to attribute less moral responsibility to Mr. Jones. However, though 11 % of participants who did not do the comparison denied moral responsibility while only 6 % of those who did the comparison did so, this difference turned out not to be significant. Thus, we have no evidence that whether a participant actually made the comparison led him to attribute more moral responsibility to the agent. Moreover, it also seems that, in absence of such a comparison, participants still tend to attribute moral responsibility to the agent, since 89 % of participants who declared not making the comparison still considered the agent to be morally responsible (Table 1).

Still, one could say that, for 46 % of the participants, the intuition that Mr. Jones is morally responsible comes from such a comparison. However, my results, although 46 % of participants did claim to have made this comparison, they did not say that this was what led them to judge Mr. Jones responsible. Question 4 was precisely designed to investigate what led participants to judge Mr. Jones responsible. Focusing on the 163 participants who thought Mr. Jones to be responsible, I submitted their answers to two independent coders (EP and VS). For each answer, coders had to determine whether the explanation given by the participant featured one or more of the following categories of explanations: (i) Choice: participants stress the fact that Mr. Jones made a decision or a choice, (ii) On his own: participants stress the fact that Mr. Jones decided or acted on his own, (iii) Not forced: participants stress the fact Mr. Jones was not caused to act by external forces, (iv) Comparison 1: participants compare the current case to a case in which Mr. Green is not even present, and stress the fact that Mr. Jones would have acted the same.

\[ \chi^2(1, N=179)=0.93, p=0.34. \]

10 Further reasons to doubt this claim come from a pilot study for that study in which we found that participants who declared having done the comparison were (also non-significantly) more likely to deny moral responsibility to the agent.
way in this case, and (v) **Comparison 2:** participants compare the current case to a case in which Mr. Green activates the device, and stress the fact that the current case is different from this one.\(^{12}\)

Inter-raters agreement was fairly substantial.\(^{13}\) Table 2 indicates for both coders and the trials on which they agree the number of explanations that fitted each category. As can be seen, very few participants gave as a reason that the agent would have acted in the very same way had Mr. Green not been there, or that the presence of Mr. Green’s device made no difference (category iv). Rather, the reasons cited more frequently were that the agent made a decision category i),\(^{14}\) acted on his own (category ii),\(^{15}\) and was not caused to act by external causes (category iii).\(^{16}\) All three reasons can be figured out from the sole vignette without having to compare it to a ‘normal’ case without counterfactual intervener. This suggests that participants’ widely shared intuition that Mr. Jones can be morally responsible even though he could not have done otherwise is elicited by features that are internal to the actual case, and not by a comparison to some other ‘normal’ case.

Of course, one might doubt the reliability of our participants’ answers, and insist on the fact that introspection is not always reliable. However, the participants’ answers are in touch with plausible psychological accounts of how people attribute moral responsibility for a given outcome. For example, Cushman (2008) proposes that people attribute moral responsibility mainly by checking whether the agent (i) caused a given outcome and (ii) caused it on the basis of his intention or desire to cause it. Similarly, Cova et al. (submitted) claim that people generally attribute moral responsibility to agents by following a very simple “valence-matching heuristic” according to which an agent is morally responsible for a given outcome if (i) the agent caused this outcome and (ii) caused it on the basis of motives that have the same moral valence as the outcome. As a result, there is no compelling reason to doubt that people can have (and actually have) the intuition that agents in FSCs are morally responsible without having to compare these cases to cases without counterfactual interveners.

Finally, one might worry that the participants’ answers to Question 3 (the Responsibility question) do not truly reflect these participants’ “intuitions”, but rather an elaborated answer due to thorough reasoning. However, this worry can be assuaged by participants’ answers to Question 6: when asked whether they had to think a lot to answer Question 3 or it was easy, 156 participants out of 179 (87 %) answered that it was in fact easy.\(^{17}\) Moreover, the average

---

**Table 1** Participants’ answers for Question 3 (Responsibility) and Question 5 (Comparison)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of participants who:</th>
<th>Judged that Mr. Jones was morally responsible</th>
<th>Judged that Mr. Jones was not morally responsible</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Did the comparison with a ‘normal’ case</td>
<td>77 (43 %)</td>
<td>5 (3 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did not do the comparison with a ‘normal’ case</td>
<td>86 (48 %)</td>
<td>11 (6 %)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

\(^{12}\) Only category (iv) was predicted *a priori*. Other categories were constructed from participants’ answers to the pilot study I referred to in the previous footnotes.

\(^{13}\) Cohen’s kappa=.74.

\(^{14}\) For example, one participant answered that: “Because Jones decided to steal the car, he is responsible.”

\(^{15}\) For example, one participant answered that: “Mr. Jones stole the car on his own. The decision-making device never was activated.” This particular answer also fell into category iii).

\(^{16}\) For example, one participant answered that: “He did it without the device changing his impulses”.

\(^{17}\) One can trust participants’ introspection on this question, since participants who answered that it was easy spent less time on the questionnaire \((M=130.3 \text{ s})\) than participants who answered they had to think a lot \((M=168.4 \text{ s})\) and that this difference was statistically significant (Welch t-test: \(N=179, t=-2.9, df=25.2, p<0.01\)).
time participants spent on the questionnaire was 135.2 s. Given that this time includes
reading the vignette and answering all six questions (including an open-ended one), it is safe
to think that participants’ answers to Question 3 are more likely to reflect participants’
intuitive response to the vignette rather than the conclusion of careful reasoning.

Thus, it is reasonable to suppose that FSCs have the property of directly eliciting the
intuition that the agent is morally responsible even if he could not have done otherwise.
This allows for their use in what I will call the direct Frankfurt counter-argument
(henceforth: DFA):

1. The agent is morally responsible in the Frankfurt case.
2. However, due to the presence of the counterfactual intervener, the agent could not have
done otherwise in the Frankfurt case.
3. Therefore, the PAP is false, since the agent in the Frankfurt case is morally responsible
even though he could not have done otherwise.

I should note that DFA is not an invention of my own, although it is true that, in his
original 1969 paper, Frankfurt used his FSCs in support of what I have called IFA. For
example, commenting on a FSC in which the agent is called Jones and in which the
counterfactual intervener is called Black, Frankfurt writes:

suppose that Black never has to show his hand because [Jones], for reasons of his own,
decides to perform and does perform the very action Black wants him to perform. In
that case, it seems clear, [Jones] will bear precisely the same moral responsibility for
what he does as he would have borne if Black had not been ready to take steps to
ensure that he did. It would be quite unreasonable to excuse [Jones] for his action, or to
withhold the praise to which it would normally entitle him, on the basis of the fact that
he could not have done otherwise. This fact played no role at all in leading him to act
as he did. He would have acted the same if it had not been a fact. Indeed, everything
happened just as it would have happened without Black’s presence in the situation and
without his readiness to intrude into it. (p.836)

Here, we have a perfect example of what Levy attacks; the argument is grounded in a
comparison between the FSC and its ‘normal’ counterpart. However, Frankfurt’s initial
intentions notwithstanding, FSCs are not always used in this way in the philosophical
literature. For example, in chapter 8 of his Contemporary Introduction to Free Will, Robert
Kane (2005) introduces the case of Jones and Black without reference to its ‘normal’
counterpart and comments it this way:

The point of the example is this: Jones cannot do otherwise because Black will not let
him. But Jones might decide on his own to do what Black wants, in which case Black
would not intervene. Frankfurt’s claim is that if Jones does act on his own and Black
does not intervene, then Jones would be responsible for what he did even though Jones
could not have done otherwise. For if Jones did act on his own without Black
intervening, Jones would have done so from his own motives and for his own reasons
and no one would have interfered with his choice. The principle which says that moral
responsibility requires alternative possibilities (PAP) would then be false: Jones would
have acted responsibly though he could not in fact have done otherwise (because
Black would not have let him). (p.84)

Here, there is no comparison between the FSC and another case. The conclusion that the
agent is morally responsible even if he could not have done otherwise is drawn from features
of the FSC itself. However, it is not clear that Kane’s point is that it is directly intuitive that
the agent is morally responsible; there seems rather to be an argument according to which the
agent is morally responsible because he acts on his own and nothing interferes with his
choice. But such an argument seems only to beg the question against the PAP, for its
acceptance requires that we agreed that all that matters is that the agent acts on his own.

The argument is a better one if we understand it as claiming (i) that we have the intuition in
such cases that the agent is morally responsible and (ii) that we have this intuition because
the agent acts on his own. Understood this way, the argument no longer begs the question
against the PAP but makes use of our intuitions to falsify the PAP and argues that all that
matters is that the agent acts on his own.

A clearer and less controversial use of DFA can be found in a paper recently published in
this journal. In this paper, Di Nucci (2010), commenting on Jones and Black’s case, writes:

Frankfurt comes up with a scenario in which the agent is intuitively morally responsible
for what he does, even though the agent could not have done otherwise. Therefore the
Principle is false. (p.208)

Here, we have a paradigmatic example of how FSC can be used in a direct Frankfurt counter-
example: PAP fails because it is intuitive that agents in FSCs are morally responsible.

Though it is not how Frankfurt intended them to be used, my contention is that both kinds
of counter-arguments can be found in the literature and in philosophy courses, and that both
are valid arguments.

Now, one could be reluctant to consider DFA as a compelling argument. One reason
could be that seems such a crude argument, relying only on appeal to intuitions. However,
there are well-known examples in the philosophical literature of counter-arguments relying
mainly on intuitions about particular cases. We just have to think about Gettier cases in
epistemology, the Knowledge Argument in philosophy of mind, or Nozick’s Experience
Machine in ethics. If those are respectable philosophical arguments, then there is no reason
to take DFA seriously.

However, one could argue that there is a significant difference between these cases and
DFA: while the justified true-belief conception of knowledge, physicalism and hedonism are
only philosophical theses, the PAP is also intuitive (or self-evident). It is not a standard thesis
but a prima facie principle that has long been taken as a starting point, and not as a
conclusion one should reach. Thus, using the direct Frankfurt counter-argument against
the PAP amounts to just clashing two intuitions against each other: nothing compelling can
come out of such a clash, since both intuitions cancel each other.

There is some truth to this objection. Nevertheless, we have several ways of solving this
difficulty. A first move could be to point that IFA also involved an appeal to intuitions: how
else are we supposed to know that the agent is responsible in the ‘normal’ case? Thus, this
objection doesn’t seem to make DFA weaker than IFA. However, one could argue that this
intuition is widely shared, while the direct intuitions about Frankfurt cases are more controversial, and thus not strong or evident enough to overcome the PAP’s intuitiveness.

In answer, we can attack the PAP’s alleged intuitiveness. If the PAP is so self-evident and intuitive, how is it possible that philosophers have long debated how it should be interpreted? Clearly, the PAP according to the compatibilist interpretation is not the same than the PAP according to the incompatibilist interpretation; although their wording can be the same, this resemblance is not enough to make them two instances of the same principle. So it seems that there is no single PAP likely to be evident to all, for compatibilists and incompatibilists endorsed at least two different PAPs. If we now take into account the diversity of compatibilist interpretations of the PAP, and the multiplicity of alternate principles (like, for example, the Principle of Possible Prevention\textsuperscript{18}) that have been proposed by incompatibilists, it seems that there is no single PAP that is intuitive enough to resist the widely shared intuition elicited by FSCs. At best, we can say that there is “a widely accepted moral intuition” (to quote Widerker \textit{2002}) that something like the PAP is true. But this is an affirmation that is perfectly compatible with the falsity of the PAP and our intuitions in FSCs.

This leads us to our third possible answer: that when two intuitions clash, we can argue in favor of the first by advancing an error-theory accounting for the second. And it turns out that Frankfurt’s original paper proposes a compelling error-theory for the intuition that the PAP is true. According to Frankfurt, the PAP should be replaced by the principle according to which “a person is not morally responsible for what he has done if he did it only because he could not have done otherwise” (p.838). Frankfurt comes to this conclusion by reflecting on our use and standards of acceptance for excuses such as “I could not have done otherwise”. For him, we would reject such an excuse if we discovered that its enunciator did not act the way he did only because he could not have done otherwise. On the contrary, according to Frankfurt, “we understand the person who offers the excuse to mean that he did what he did only because he was unable to do otherwise, or only because he had to do it. And we understand him to mean, more particularly, that when he did what he did, it was not because that was what he really wanted to do” (p.838). From this suggestion, we can sketch the following error-theory: the real intuitive principle is that we should excuse people for actions they performed only because they were unable to do otherwise, and this is what is conveyed by the current expression “I could not have done otherwise”. However, the fact that this expression means more that is apparent from its surface grammar led philosophers to think that the intuitive principle was the PAP. Frankfurt’s principle and the PAP being close enough to allow such a confusion, we now have an error-theory allowing us to keep both intuitions that “something like the PAP” must be true and that agent in FSCs are morally responsible for their actions even if they could not have done otherwise.\textsuperscript{19}

Thus, I conclude that DFA is as valid and compelling a philosophical argument as IFA. However, as DFA does not rely on a comparison between cases, it requires no premise according to which the mere presence of a counterfactual intervener has no effect. Thus, it is not vulnerable to Levy’s objection. More precisely, there are two possibilities: either the mere presence of a counterfactual intervener makes no difference, in which case IFA succeeds, or it makes a difference, and DFA leads us to the conclusion that the ability the

\textsuperscript{18}See van Inwagen (1983).

\textsuperscript{19}In his paper, Frankfurt (1969) also sketches an alternative error-theory, according to which the PAP would derive some of his plausibility from a misleading psychological association with what he calls the ‘doctrine of coercion’ (according to which moral responsibility is excluded by coercion). Frankfurt then proceeds to show that (i) either the doctrine of coercion is wrong (ii) either the truth of the PAP cannot be inferred from its truth.
counterfactual intervener made disappear (such as the ability to do otherwise) is not relevant to moral responsibility.

3 Objections and Replies

What moves are now open to Levy? The obvious one is to attack DFA, for it will leave him just IFA to contend with, and I have presupposed that his argument succeeds against IFA. In order to defeat DFA, Levy could use the traditional criticism of FSCs—the flickers of freedom objection or the dilemma defense. However, if these arguments work against DFA, they work as well against IFA. This means that whoever is already convinced by these arguments to reject DFA will also be convinced to reject IFA, making Levy’s argument superfluous. In other words, for his argument to work as an argument against both DFA and IFA, Levy should admit that there is already an argument that works against both DFA and IFA, thus endorsing the conclusion in the premises, and making the whole argument circular. Of course, this would not prevent Levy’s argument from working as a modest refutation of the sole IFA. But my aim here is to reject Levy’s contention that his argument is strong enough to change on its own the face of the debate about alternative possibilities.20

Levy can thus be tempted to reject appeal to intuitions, based (for example) on their unreliability. This argument runs the risk of also affecting IFA, making once again Levy’s original argument superfluous. But Levy can say that the ‘normal’ cases used IFA do not display the weird features of FSCs (such as neural devices and counterfactual intervener) and look ordinary enough for our intuitions to be warranted in those cases – or he could also say that it is given ‘by construction’ that agents are responsible in ‘normal’ cases. This leaves us with the following line of answer: direct intuitions about cases as weird as FSCs are too unreliable, which makes IFA the only way to undermine PAP by use of FSCs, but IFA is itself undermined by Levy’s argument.

The problem with this objection is that it backfires on Levy’s original argument: FECs such as *Phobia*, which Levy uses for his demonstration, are from Levy’s own admission very close to FSCs. Then if intuitions in FSCs cannot be trusted, it seems that they cannot be trusted in FECs either, ruining Levy’s initial demonstration.21 It seems that, to kill the DFA, Levy must spare IFA.

A first possible move would be to grant that this kind of skepticism indeed undermines Levy’s original argument, but not enough to warrant our intuitions about IFA, so that the main goal of rescuing the PAP is ensured. According to this solution, intuitions about FSCs and FECs cannot be trusted, which is why DFA but also Levy’s own original argument fail. However, the mere presentation of FECs and of our intuitions about them is enough to show that it could be

20 For example, Levy (2008) concludes his paper this way: “For the time being, FSCs should not be seen as having broken the dialectical stalemate that characterized the free will debate before they burst onto the scene” (p.239). Similarly, in a later paper on the same argument (Levy 2012), he writes: “I argued that [Frankfurt-style cases] are not sound. Or rather, I argued that we are not entitled to the conclusion to which they seem to lead us: that agents can be free or morally responsible, despite lacking alternative possibilities” (p.607). Thus, Levy thinks that his argument leads to the conclusion that FSCs cannot be used to undermine PAP. It is this conclusion I reject here, and not the most modest conclusion that his argument sheds doubt on one of the ways FSCs can be used to undermine PAP.

21 Note that this is not because (direct) intuitions about FSCs and FECs clash and cannot be true at the same time. If we grant that the presence of the neuroscientist make Jillian gain an ability in FECs, this shows only that the mere presence of a counterfactual intervener can change an agent’s ability. This is perfectly compatible with the claim that (i) agent in FSCs do not lose abilities or (ii) that they lose abilities but are still morally responsible.
that the mere presence of a counterfactual intervener is enough to modify an agent’s abilities, and this mere possibility is enough to cast doubt on IFA as well. We are then left with no possibility of knowing if DFA and IFA’s premises are true, and without means to reject the PAP.

Nevertheless, this won’t do. Such a move presupposes that the mere possibility that a counter-argument can be true is enough to cast doubt on an argument (here the mere possibility that Levy’s argument can be true is enough to cast doubt on IFA). But, in this dialectical situation, one has not proved that either DFA or IFA is false: he has just cast doubt on their truth. Thus, it is still possible that these arguments can be true. And, if we follow the same epistemic rules, this means we should also doubt the PAP, because DFA and IFA are counter-examples to PAP. We are then led to a wide skepticism that engulfs both the PAP and Frankfurt counter-arguments.22

One might say that, even in such a case, Levy would have achieved his goal of returning to the ‘pre-Frankfurt’ dialectical stalemate. But this is not that simple: the elimination of the PAP benefits to compatibilism, since compatibilism is, from a logical point of view, the default position. As William Lycan explains, “a theorist who maintains of something that is not obviously impossible that nonetheless that thing is impossible owes us an argument” (Lycan 2003; see also Nahmias et al. 2006). If the PAP cannot longer be used, then the stalemate is broken and compatibilists victorious (though one may think there is nothing glorious in such a victory by default).

One might object that, even if compatibilism is the default position if we limit ourselves to a logical point of view, it is no longer the default position once we take our intuitions on the matter into account. Indeed, many authors have claimed that incompatibilism is people’s default view and that people have to be argued into compatibilism (for a sample of quotes illustrating this view, see Nahmias et al. 2006). However, this claim does not fare so well when confronted to experience. Recently, philosophers have studied empirically people’s intuitions about free will, moral responsibility, and determinism. Of course, their results have not been straightforward and have given birth to opposite interpretations. However, two main interpretations have come to dominate the debate (for a review, see Cova 2011; Cova & Kitano, in revision). On the first interpretation, people have conflicting intuitions and have compatibilist intuitions in some contexts and incompatibilist intuitions in others (see Nichols and Knobe 2007; Weigel 2012). On the second interpretation, people’s default view is compatibilist, and apparent incompatibilist intuitions can be dismissed as comprehension errors (Nahmias and Murray 2010; Murray and Nahmias in press; Cova et al. 2012). In both cases, our claim that compatibilism constitutes a default position is warranted. If the latter interpretation is right, then compatibilism is the default position at both the logical and intuitive levels. If the former interpretation is right, then there is no real intuitive default point, and we are brought back to the logical level, at which compatibilism is the default position. Therefore, casting doubt on PAP seems to give the dialectical advantage to compatibilism.23

What Levy needs then, if he wants to reach the conclusion that we are stuck again in a dialectical stalemate, is a way to cast doubt on intuitions about FSCs without casting doubt

22 Of course, as a reviewer for this journal rightly points out, this does not mean that choosing this solution commits one to doubt any intuition about moral responsibility (such as intuitions about ‘regular’ and mundane cases). All I want to stress is that if one thinks that Levy’s argument is still strong enough to undermine IFA when intuitions about FECs and FSCs are unreliable, then one must conclude that DFA and IFA are also still strong enough to undermine PAP in these conditions.

23 Some might not agree with my claim that current results in experimental philosophy cannot be interpreted in a way that makes them compatible with the hypothesis that people are naturally drawn to incompatibilism. However, even if they could, it would still be true that one cannot say that current results warrant the thesis that people’s default view is incompatibilism. Thus, at best, one could say that no conclusion about people’s default position has been established. Once again, in absence of a clear intuitive default position, this would bring us back to the logical level, at which compatibilism is the default position.
on PAP or Levy’s own argument. One way to do that is, as we saw, to propose some kind of error-theory. And that is what Levy seems to be doing; he claims that intuitions about FSCs are unreliable because they rely on the hypothesis that a mere counterfactual intervener has no effect on the agent’s responsibility-grounding abilities, and that this belief can be traced back to a form of internalism about agents’ abilities.

I agree with Levy that, as soon as we grant that the agent can gain genuine responsibility-grounding abilities in FECs, we have here a compelling story that should lead us to doubt premise 2 of IFA, that is the premise according to which there is no significant difference between the ‘normal’ and the Frankfurt case as far as the agent’s abilities are concerned. However, this story leaves unaffected the intuition on which DFA is grounded. As we saw, there is no reason to think that this intuition is based on such beliefs. In fact, there are even reasons to think that this intuition is perfectly sensitive to the changes in the agent’s abilities, for it is the same kind of intuitions that Levy uses in FECs to track change in agent’s abilities. Once again, if Levy thinks that intuitions in FSCs are unreliable because they cannot track changes in the agent’s abilities, then the same lesson must be drawn for intuitions about FECs, depriving Levy’s argument of its best evidence.

The last way open to Levy is then to find a way of discrediting direct intuitions about FSCs while keeping intuitions about FECs reliable and trustworthy. I confess that I am unable to think of an argument for treating FECs and FSCs differently that does not straightforwardly beg the question. A (not so much) plausible solution might be to argue that our intuitions track changes in abilities when abilities are gained (like, supposedly, in FECs) but not when intuitions are lost (like, supposedly, in FSCs). However, it is easy to design a case in which our intuitions seem (by Levy’s standards) to be sensitive to a loss in responsibility-grounding abilities. You just have to take Phobia and reverse it in the following way: Jillian has the swimming abilities required to save the child but no desire to save him. However, unbeknownst to her, an evil neuroscientist planted in her brain a chip that, if activated, can cause a terrible fear of water. Had Jillian tried to save the child, the neuroscientist would have activated the chip, and Jillian could not have saved the child. In this case, I think that we have the intuition that, although Jillian deserves blame for not trying to save the child, she is not responsible for the child’s death, since she could not have saved him (she did not have the possibility to save him). If I am right, then our direct intuitions about FSCs and FECs are, by Levy’s standards, sensitive to both gains and losses in responsibility-grounding abilities.

To sum up, I have distinguished two ways FSCs can be used to falsify PAP: the indirect and the direct Frankfurt counter-examples. While Levy’s argument might—at best—save the PAP from the indirect counter-argument, I argue that it cannot refute the direct counter-argument, unless we adopt some wide skepticism that will take down the PAP as well. In conclusion, we are not back to the dialectical stalemate the PAP had produced and philosophical reflection about moral responsibility and determinism can move on.
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